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• 13:30 -13:45， S.Sasa， Introduction 
• 13:45 -15:15， S-H. Chong， MCT: its success and limitations 
• 15:45-17:15， B.Kim and K. KawasakiうMode-couplingtheory in the FDR-preserving field 
theory of interacting Brownian particles 
10/25 (Wednesday) 
• 9: 30-10:55， H. Tanaka， Origin of dynamic heterogeneity of a supercooled liquid: Link 
between vitri白cationand crystallization 
• 11:00 -12:30， K. Miyazaki， Nonlinear Susceptibility of Glasses and Growing Length Scale 
• 13:45 -15:15， H. Furusawa， Correlation field theory for fiuids 
• 15:45 -17:15， M. Iwata and S. Sasa， Atheory for divergent fiuctuations at glass transitions 
10/26 (Thursday) 
• 9:30 -11:00， H.Hayakawa， Kinetic Approach to the Rheology of Granular Fluids 
• 11:15 -12:15， M. Otsuki and S. Sasa， An order parameter approach to non-linear rheology 
• 13:30 -15:00， R.Yamamoto， Supercooled Liquids under Shear: Computational analysis 
on single and collective particle motions 
• 15:30 -16:30， K. Miyazaki， Nonlinear rheology of glassy system: MCT approach 
• 16:45 -17:15， K. Kawasaki concluding remarks (in町cll吋 i泊ngsome) 
2 C-H. Chong氏と B.Kim氏の原稿は未着。 K.Miyazki氏の原稿は、膨大なレヒ、ユーを含めて、物性研究の本号
に別途掲載。
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